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This book provides information about how policies and
practices regarding public financing abroad, focusing
on North America and several Western European
countries, can help Americans develop their own ideas
about reform possibilities.
Based on new and existing research by a world-class
scholar, this is the first book in twenty years to
examine the dynamics of the entire American-West
European relationship since 1945. The relationship
between the United States and Western Europe has
always been crucial and recent events dictate that it is
becoming ever more so. In this important new work,
Geir Lundestad analyses the balance between the
cooperation and conflict which has characterized this
relationship in the post-war period. He examines talk of
transatlantic drift, and the strain now apparent
between the USA and the nation states of Western
Europe. In the concluding section, Lundestad offers a
topical view of the future of transatlantic interaction.
Throughout the work Lundestad's much cited 'empire
by invitation' thesis is both put into practice and
extended in time and scope. This book is essential
reading for anyone interested in one of the most
important and enduring international relationships of
the last sixty years.
Paper to be Presented to the Colloquium of the
European Ass. for Banking History, Held in Zurich on
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North American and Western European Economic
Policies
Moving Europeans
de 1965 a 1980 en Europe occidentale et en Amerique
du Nord
Immigration and the Challenges of Integration in North
America and Western Europe
Urban Restructuring in North America and Western
Europe
Does globalization menace our cities? Are cities able to exercise
democratic rule and strategic choice when international competition
increasingly limits the importance of place? Cities in the
International Marketplace looks at the political responses of ten
cities in North America and Western Europe as they grappled with
the forces of global restructuring during the past thirty years. H. V.
Savitch and Paul Kantor conclude that cities do have choices in city
building and that they behave strategically in the international
marketplace. Rather than treating cities through case studies, this
book undertakes rigorous systematic comparison. In doing so it
provides an innovative theory that explains how city governments
bargain in the capital investment process to assert their influence.
The authors examine the role of economic conditions and
intergovernmental politics as well as local democratic institutions
and cultural values. They also show why cities vary in their
approaches to urban development. They portray how cities are
constrained by the dynamics of the global economy but are not its
prisoners. Further, they explain why some urban communities have
more maneuverability than do others in the economic development
game. Local governance, culture, and planning can combine with
economic fortune and national urban policies to provide resources
that expand or contract the scope for choice. This clearly written
book analyzes the political economy of development in Detroit,
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Houston, and New York in the United States; Toronto in Canada;
Paris and Marseilles in France; Milan and Naples in Italy; and
Glasgow and Liverpool in Great Britain.
In virtually all corners of the Western world, 1968 witnessed a
highly unusual sequence of popular rebellions. In Italy, France,
Spain, Vietnam, the United States, West Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Mexico, and elsewhere, millions of individuals took matters into
their own hands to counter imperialism, capitalism, autocracy,
bureaucracy, and all forms of hierarchical thinking. Recent
reinterpretations have sought to play down any real challenge to the
socio-political status quo in these events, but Gerd-Rainer Horn's
book offers a spirited counterblast. 1968, he argues, opened up the
possibility that economic and political elites on both sides of the Iron
Curtain could be toppled from their position of unnatural superiority
to make way for a new society where everyday people could, for the
first time, become masters of their own destiny. Furthermore, Horn
contends, the moment of crisis and opportunity culminating in 1968
must be seen as part of a larger period of experimentation and
revolt. The ten years between 1956 and 1966, characterised above all
by the flourishing of iconoclastic cultural rebellions, can be regarded
as a preparatory period which set the stage for the non-conformist
cum political revolts of the subsequent 'red' decade (1966-1976).
Horn's geographic centres of attention are Western Europe,
including the first full examination of Mediterranean revolts, and
North America. He placed particular emphasis on cultural
nonconformity, the student movement, working class rebellions, the
changing contours of the Left, and the meaning of participatory
democracy. His book will make fascinating reading for anyone
interested in this turbulent period and the fundamental changes that
were wrought upon societies either side of the Atlantic.
L'evolution demographique
Migration in Western Europe Since 1650
Cities in the International Marketplace
The Research and Development Effort in Western Europe, North
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America and the Soviet Union
Campaign and Party Finance in North America and Western Europe
World trends in freedom of expression and media development:
regional overview of Western Europe and North America

An up-to-date and comparative look at immigration in
Europe, the United States, and Canada Strangers No
More is the first book to compare immigrant
integration across key Western countries. Focusing on
low-status newcomers and their children, it examines
how they are making their way in four critical
European countries—France, Germany, Great Britain,
and the Netherlands—and, across the Atlantic, in the
United States and Canada. This systematic, data-rich
comparison reveals their progress and the barriers
they face in an array of institutions—from labor
markets and neighborhoods to educational and
political systems—and considers the controversial
questions of religion, race, identity, and intermarriage.
Richard Alba and Nancy Foner shed new light on
questions at the heart of concerns about immigration.
They analyze why immigrant religion is a more
significant divide in Western Europe than in the
United States, where race is a more severe obstacle.
They look at why, despite fears in Europe about the
rise of immigrant ghettoes, residential segregation is
much less of a problem for immigrant minorities there
than in the United States. They explore why
everywhere, growing economic inequality and the
proliferation of precarious, low-wage jobs pose
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dilemmas for the second generation. They also
evaluate perspectives often proposed to explain the
success of immigrant integration in certain countries,
including nationally specific models, the political
economy, and the histories of Canada and the United
States as settler societies. Strangers No More delves
into issues of pivotal importance for the present and
future of Western societies, where immigrants and
their children form ever-larger shares of the
population.
"This brilliant book, by two of the most eminent
scholars of immigration, compares the integration of
immigrants on both sides of the Atlantic. Alba and
Foner provide a cogent account of the history,
sociology, economics, and politics of immigrant
integration, and challenge many things we thought we
knew about the subject. This is a tour de
force."--Mary C. Waters, Harvard University
"Integration is not just about the desires of
immigrants or availability of jobs--it is fundamentally
about institutions and policies that shape
incorporation. In this deft tour de force exploring six
countries and multiple areas of life, Strangers No
More reveals that simple narratives of integration
break down in the face of complex institutional
arrangements. A must-read for students and scholars
alike."--Irene Bloemraad, University of California,
Berkeley "Although all developed nations have
become countries of immigration, prior studies have
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only analyzed immigrant assimilation on a country-bycountry basis. Strangers No More undertakes the first
comprehensive look at immigrant integration in six
diverse nations. Revealing broad similarities and stark
differences in the forces that shape immigrant
outcomes, this book is essential reading for all students
of international migration in the world
today."--Douglas S. Massey, coauthor of Climbing
Mount Laurel "In many societies throughout the
world, immigrants and their descendants are growing
to become the lion's share of the population. How have
diverse immigrant groups and their subsequent
generations fared in this transition? Alba and Foner
offer no simple answers, but rather show complex
relations of contextual factors, processes, and
outcomes. Looking at six nations on both sides of the
Atlantic, this comparative work is a masterly
exploration."--Steven Vertovec, Max Planck Institute
for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity "With
its unique scope, this excellent book is a must-read for
anybody interested in immigration. It deals with two
continents, various immigrant groups, and many fields
of inclusion. There is no other book like it."--Jan
Willem Duyvendak, University of Amsterdam "This
accessible and ambitious book thoughtfully compares
the experiences and outcomes for immigrants in six
host countries--Canada, France, Germany, Britain,
Netherlands, and the United States. Exploring how
national and local policies impact the reception and
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lives of immigrants, the authors demonstrate that no
country has all the answers when it comes to
immigration. This work fills a real gap in the literature
and will have an impact."--Caroline B. Brettell,
Southern Methodist University
From "Empire" by Invitation to Transatlantic Drift
A North American Perspective
The United States and Western Europe Since 1945
Demographic trends 1965-1980 in Western Europe
and North America, anglais
Special Issue: Turkish Identity Formation and
Political Mobilization in Western Europe and North
America
Public and even scholarly debates usually focus on the
integration problems of Muslim immigrants at the cost of
overlooking the role of the growing number of migrant
organizations in establishing a crucial link among
immigrants themselves, as well as between them and their
countries of origin and residence. This book aims to fill a
gap in the vast literature on migration from Turkey by
contributing the neglected aspect of civic and political
participation of Turkish immigrants. It brings together a
number of scholars who carried out extensive research on
the associational culture of Turkish immigrants living in
different countries in Europe and North America. In
order to understand the diversity and dynamics within
Turkish migrant communities living in these parts of the
world yet maintaining transnational ties, this book offers
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a comparative and interdisciplinary approach to migrant
organizations in general and civic participation and
political mobilization of Turkish immigrants in
particular. This book was published as a special issue in
Turkish Studies.
This new edition features a greatly expanded and up-todate bibliography.
A New Aspect of Polarization
A Concise History of the Modern World
Rebellion in Western Europe and North America,
1956-1976
Multilingual lexicon of higher education
Electronic Mail in Western Europe and North America,
1978-1987
The Media Revolution in America and in Western
Europe
Originally published in 1994, International Developments
in Assuring Quality in Higher Education describes a
range of national and international developments which
evaluate the quality of education provided by public and
private tertiary institutions. The book is based on papers
from a conference organized by the International
Network of Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher
Education, and held in Montreal in 1993. Regional
perspectives from Africa, Asia and the Pacific, Latin
America, North America and Western Europe are
followed by an account of national quality assurance
agencies in Chile, Denmark, Korea, New Zealand, South
Africa, Quebec, Romania, Scotland and the USA. There
are also chapters on the work of UNESCO and the World
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Bank in promoting quality in higher education in
industrialising nations. Together these papers
supplement the account of international initiatives.
This step is a step toward greater internationalization of
mass communication research. Existing differences
between the mass media of North American and
Western European countries provide a basis for
comparative anlayses that illustrate how differences in
national mass media systems can contribute towards
intellectual understanding of communication behavior.
The world of communication scholarship can be divided
into two main schools, the empirical school and the
critical school. This volume represents some of the
leading scholars of each school and is dedicated to the
intellectual merging of the schools by means of fostering
an improved understanding of each other.
Political Systems and Industrial Relations in Western
Europe and North America
Strangers No More
"Financial Institutions and Financial Markets in Twentieth
Century Western Europe and North America"
Fishery Policies in Western Europe and North America
Turkish Immigrants in Western Europe and North
America
A Multi-client Study

This paper analyzes the trends and root causes
of extreme working hours in sixteen Western
European countries, Canada, and the United
States between 1970 and 2010. Earlier literature
has revealed increasing trends in extreme
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working hours in the United States and
recognized the negative repercussions of this
new aspect of labor market polarization. As
European average working hours have declined
over the past decades, scholars have turned little
attention to the analysis of extreme working
hours in European countries. First, the article
documents diverging patterns of extreme
working hours in Western Europe. Whereas the
Scandinavian and French ratios of workers with
extreme hours remained very low, most other
countries in Western Europe exhibit significantly
higher ratios of extreme workers after the
beginning of the 1990s than in the previous two
decades. Second, the article detects the
development of two diverging trajectories in the
advanced capitalist world: one with a strong and
stable labor regulation along with a balanced
working hour profile and one with gradual
deregulation along with an increasing ratio of
long work weeks. Finally, using a series of
pooled cross-section OLS estimations, the
article tests five specific hypotheses, motivated
by theories of the welfare state and political
economy theories of globalization. The results
provide strong empirical evidence for the notion
that patterns of extreme working hours are not
inherent in post-industrial development. The
article uses data from the author's extreme
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working hours standardized meta-database
which had been compiled from two large micro
data collections: the Luxembourg Income Study
database (LIS) and the Multinational Time Use
Study (MTUS).
This is the first volume to analyse systematically
the role of neoliberalism in contemporary
processes of urban restructuring. Includes
contributions from leading scholars in the fields
of critical urban studies, radical geography and
state theory. Analyses the role of neoliberalism
in contemporary processes of urban
restructuring. Synthesises a variety of new
theoretical approaches to key issues in
contemporary urban studies. Incorporates new
case study material of ongoing urban
transformations in the USA, Canada, the UK and
other Western European countries.
Are There Any Surprises?
The Top-luxury Hotel in Western Europe and in
North America
A Redefinition
Markets for spices in North America, Western
Europe and Japan
Market for Spices in North America, Western
Europe and Japan
Spaces of Neoliberalism

In an ever-shrinking world, the need for a global
perspective in dealing with the modern world has
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become acute. This book attempts to provide such a
perspective by investigating the major changes in
geopolitics and world economy during the past 500
years. However compact, it enables us to understand
the present unravelling of Communism and the
growing challenge from Asia to Western Superiority.
It is shown that in so many ways the problems of the
contemporary world spring from the unprecedented
era of western domination, which the non-western
world is now trying to unlive.
Comparing Manufacturing Practices in North
America and Western Europe
Economic and Political Relations Between North
America and Western Europe
Western Europe and North America. - 1993. - xix, 346
s
Demographic trends 1965-1980 in Western Europe
and North America
The Euro-American System
L' évolution démographique de 1965 à 1980 en
Europe Occidentale et en Amérique du Nord
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